
















Mercedes
360° | Medium volume | 3 ports
The all-time classic among liposuction cannulas. Developed in 
cooperation with Dr. Afschin Fatemi it is particularly suitable 
for treatments which require a gentle 360° multilayer harvesting. 

Double Mercedes
360°360° | Large volume | 6 ports
Two sets of Mercedes holes in this cannula allow 360° fat 
aspiration and the aspiration of a larger volume in the same time.

Triple Mercedes
360° | High volume | 9 ports
Equipped with three sets of Mercedes holes this cannula is designed 
for large volume extraction. This arrangement allows multi-layered 
adipose tissue to be extracted quickly, evenly and effectively.adipose tissue to be extracted quickly, evenly and effectively.

Rapid Extraction 
360° | High volume | 9 ports
The Rapid Extraction Cannula, developed with Dr. Afschin Fatemi, 
offers optimal aspiration distribution across all ports of the cannula.  
For fast and gentle extraction of large volumes. 

Multi Rapid Extraction 
360°360° | Super high volume | 15 ports
This cannula is the right choice for debulking fat-rich tissue areas 
that need to be treated evenly and efficiently.

Multi-Hole
360° | Small volume | 24 ports
This cannula is ideal for harvesting fat cells for fat transplantation. 
It allows to remove adipose tissue in form of small and uniform lobules. 
Also ideal for fine sculpting and feathering.Also ideal for fine sculpting and feathering.
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Candy Cane
180° | Large volume | 3 ports

Due to its very special geometry, the Candy Cane Cannula is 
designed for large volume fat extraction in highly fibrous tissue.

Single-Port
90° | Medium volume | Single port

The Single-Port Cannula is particularly suitable for sensitive areas. The Single-Port Cannula is particularly suitable for sensitive areas. 
The one-sided placement of the hole offers selective and direct 

extraction of adipose tissue.

Tri-Port
90° | High volume | 3 ports

This cannula features 3 holes in a row to offer the precision of the 
Single-Port Cannula in combination with a high suction volume. 

Perspiratory GlandPerspiratory Gland
270° | Manual extraction | Medium volume | 9 ports
Due to the abrasive hole geometry this bended cannula, developed 

with Dr. Afschin Fatemi, is an effective way of removing sweat glands. 

Basket
360° | Super high volume | 3 ports

Designed for large volume infiltration, pretunnelling, harvesting and 
equalisation of tissue. Available in equalisation of tissue. Available in 2 configurations: 1.5 cannulas are 
flared to 1.5 of their tube diameter. 2.0 cannulas are flared to the 

double of their tube diameter at the basket.

Double Basket
360° | Super high volume | 6 ports

Double Basket Cannulas have an even greater throughput than the 
Basket Cannulas. Also available in the same 2 configurations 

as the Basket Cannula.as the Basket Cannula.

Extraction                                                          Extraction and Infiltration
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